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Using a recently developed perturbative renormalization group ~RG! scheme, we calculate analytically the
spectral function of a Kondo impurity for either large frequencies v or large magnetic field B and arbitrary
frequencies. For large v@max@B,TK# the spectral function decays as 1/ln2@v/TK# with prefactors which depend
on the magnetization. The spin-resolved spectral function displays a pronounced peak at v;B with a charac-
teristic asymmetry. In a detailed comparison with results from numerical renormalization group ~NRG! and
bare perturbation theory in next-to-leading logarithmic order, we show that our perturbative RG scheme is
controlled by the small parameter 1/ln@max(v,B)/TK#. Furthermore, we assess the ability of the NRG to resolve
structures at finite frequencies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.014430 PACS number~s!: 75.20.Hr, 72.15.Qm, 73.63.KvI. INTRODUCTION
Only recently it has become possible to measure
directly1–3 the so-called Kondo resonance, i.e., a sharp reso-
nance characteristic for the spectral function of a single mag-
netic impurity in a metal. The Kondo resonance is probably
the most direct manifestation of the Kondo effect4: The an-
tiferromagnetic coupling between conduction electrons and a
localized spin causes a complex many-body resonance which
ultimately screens the magnetic degree of freedom. The
spectral function is directly proportional to a tunneling cur-
rent, e.g., from the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope to
a magnetic impurity on the surface of a metallic host.1 Alter-
natively it can be measured by tunneling through weak links
into a quantum dot in the Kondo regime.2,3 This also opens
the possibility of investigating the spectral function out of
equilibrium.3
While the spectral function is an interesting quantity in its
own right, it also has many important applications. For ex-
ample, it is directly related to the T matrix, which describes
the scattering of the conduction electrons ~see below!. It
therefore determines not only the transport properties of
magnetic impurities and quantum dots in the Kondo regime
but it also plays an important role in controlling the
distribution5 of electrons in metals contaminated by magnetic
impurities. Furthermore, the spectral function of impurity
models is central in determining the properties of lattice
models within dynamical mean field theory.6
The spectral function of the Kondo model in a magnetic
field has been calculated using a variety of techniques,4,7–15
including diagrammatics, mean-field treatments, and the
quantum Monte Carlo technique. The most precise method,
however, is the numerical renormalization group16 ~NRG!
and its generalizations11,17–19 which allow the calculation of
dynamical quantities. However, little is known analytically
about the properties of the spectral function, particularly for
high magnetic fields. For small B, the spectral function for
small frequencies can be calculated from Fermi liquid theory
and renormalized perturbation theory.13,14 We have recently
developed20 a perturbative renormalization group scheme
based on frequency-dependent couplings for the Kondo
model. While this method was formulated to describe the0163-1829/2003/68~1!/014430~7!/$20.00 68 0144Kondo effect out of equilibrium, it can also be used to cal-
culate dynamical quantities in equilibrium in a controlled
way for either large frequencies or large magnetic fields. We
therefore use this method to determine analytically the spec-
tral function in leading order of 1/ln@max(B,v)/TK#, focusing
our attention on equilibrium and vanishing temperature. This
clarifies some long-standing questions on the asymptotics of
the spectral function in the Kondo model. A detailed com-
parison with results from NRG and with perturbation theory
allows us to check the assumptions underlying our perturba-
tive RG approach.
II. THE MODEL
We consider the spectral function Im Gs
f (v) of an elec-
tron in an impurity orbital within the Anderson model
HA5 (
k, s
«kcks
† cks1 (
s
e f f s† f s1V (
k,s
~cks
† f s1H.c.!
1Un f ,↑n f ,↓ , ~1!
where cks
† and f s† are creation operators for electrons in the
conduction band and in the impurity orbital, respectively,
n f s5 f s† f s , and U is a large Coulomb interaction matrix el-
ement. We focus our attention on the Kondo regime, e f!
2V2NF , e f1U@V2NF (NF being the conduction electron
density of states!, where the impurity orbital is occupied by a
localized spin S ~with S51/2) and the problem can be
mapped onto the Kondo Hamiltonian
HK5 (
k,s
«kcks
† cks2BSz1J (
k ,k8,s ,s8
Sck8s8† ts8scks ,
~2!
where t is the vector of Pauli matrices. Note that we have
coupled an extra magnetic field B to the impurity,21 measur-
ing B in units of the Zeeman splitting.
The Green function Gs
f within the Anderson model is di-
rectly related to the T matrix Ts(v)5V2Gsf (v) of the con-
duction electrons, defined by
gs ,k,k8
c
~v!5gk
0~v!d~k2k8!1gk
0~v!Ts~v!gk8
0
~v!, ~3!©2003 The American Physical Society30-1
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c (gk0) is the ~bare! Green function of the con-
duction electrons. While it is not completely obvious how to
define a spectral function for a Kondo impurity, the T matrix
of the Kondo model can easily be identified with the follow-
ing correlation function, e.g., using equations of motion,10
Ts~v!5V2Gs
f ~v!5J^Sz&1J2^^Sca† tas ;Stsa8ca8&&,
~4!
where ^^&& denotes a retarded correlation function. For-
mally, we will consider the usual ‘‘scaling limit,’’ where the
ratios of frequency or magnetic field and Kondo temperature,
v/TK , B/TK , are kept fixed while the ratio of TK and all
‘‘high energy’’ scales like bandwidth D0, level position, or
interaction are sent to zero, TK /D0 , TK /U ,TK /e f→0. In
this limit, the dimensionless product of the T matrix and the
density of states, NFImT(v), is a universal function of v/TK
and B/TK and it coincides with the low-frequency part of the
spectral function NFV2ImGs
f (v) of the Anderson impurity.
Therefore NFImTs(v) is the quantity to be studied below.
III. PERTURBATIVE RG METHOD
The perturbation theory of the Kondo model is character-
ized by logarithmic divergences. The method of choice for
the resummation of leading logarithmic corrections is the
perturbative renormalization group ~RG!. In Ref. 20 we have
developed a certain formulation of perturbative RG based on
frequency-dependent coupling constants. A thorough discus-
sion of this approach will be published elsewhere;22 here we
will use the RG equations without further derivation and
check the results extensively in a comparison with bare per-
turbation theory and NRG.
The RG is formulated in terms of frequency- and spin-
dependent vertices23g
gv f ;g8v f8
svc ;s8vc8 where s and vc (g and v f)
denote the spin and energy of the incoming electron ~the
incoming spin!; see Ref. 20. Primed quantities refer to out-
going particles. Before renormalization starts, the vertex
g
gv f ;g8v f8
svc ;s8vc8 is just given by the bare coupling NFJtgg8tss8
independent of frequencies. In leading order of the relevant
expansion parameter 1/ln@max(v,B)/TK#, one can set the en-
ergy of the spin on-shell v f52gB/2,v f852g8B/2 to keep
track only of the energy of the incoming electron. The vertex
is parametrized as
gg ,2gB/2;g8,2g8B/2
s ,v;s8,v2(g2g8)B/25tgg8
z tss8
z g˜ zs~v!
1~tgg8
x tss8
x
1tgg8
y tss8
y
!
3g˜’~v2gB/2!. ~5!
The one-loop RG equations ~see Fig. 1! read20 in terms of the
running cutoff D
]g˜ zs~v!
]lnD 522g
˜
’~B/2!2Q~D2uv1sBu!, ~6!01443]g˜’~v!
] lnD 52 (s521,1 g
˜
’S sB2 D g˜ zs~0 !QS D2Uv1 sB2 U D ,
with g˜’(v)5g˜’(2v), g˜ z↑(v)5g˜ z↓(2v) and the initial
conditions g˜ zs(v)5g˜’(v)5JNF at the bare cut-off D0. The
theta function Q(v) describes that various virtual processes
are not possible if the running cutoff D gets too small. Note
that one recovers the usual poor man’s scaling equations24 if
one considers only the limit v→0 as it is usually done in RG
schemes.
The RG equations ~6! are easily solved and we obtain for
D→0
g˜ zs~v!5Q~ uv1sBu2B !
1
2ln@ uv1sBu/TK#
1Q~B2uv1sBu!
1
2ln@B/TK#
U Bv1sBU
1/ln[B/TK]
,
~7!
g˜’~v!5 (
s
Q~ uv1sB/2u2B !
1
4ln@ uv1sB/2u/TK#
1QFB2Uv1s B2UG
3S 12ln@B/TK# U Bv1sB/2U
1/2ln[B/TK]
2
1
4ln@B/TK#
D ,
where within our one-loop approach TK5D0e21/(2NFJ). As
expected, the dimensionless renormalized couplings are
functions of v/TK and B/TK only.
It is important to realize that the logarithmic renormaliza-
tions resummed in Eq. ~6! are finally cut off by the relaxation
rate G of the spin. As the relevant processes involve at least
one spin flip, we identify G with the transverse spin relax-
ation rate 1/T2, which is given in terms of the renormalized
couplings as20
G5
p
4 (g521,1 E dv@g˜ zg~v!2 f v~12 f v!
1g˜’~v2gB/2!2 f v~12 f v2gB!# , ~8!
where f v is the Fermi function. The rate G cuts off the
power-law singularities at v56B ~or v56B/2) and we
implement this by replacing B/uv1sBu by
AG21B2/AG21(v1sB)2 in Eq. ~7!. The errors introduced
by this heuristic replacement are small22 in
1/ln@max(B,v)/TK#. For B@TK , we obtain G
’pB/(16 ln2@B/TK#)@TK and therefore g˜ zs(v)!1 and
g˜’(v)!1. Accordingly, the perturbative RG is valid in this
FIG. 1. Diagrammatic form of the RG equation ~6!. The strokes
symbolize derivatives with respect to lnD; see Ref. 20 for details.0-2
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only for v@TK). The smallness of the renormalized cou-
plings for either large B or large v is the main reason why
our calculation is controlled by 1/ln@max(v,B#)/TK] as, e.g.,
higher-order corrections to Eq. ~6! remain small.
To check the assumptions underlying our formulation of
the perturbative RG for v-dependent vertices, we have cal-
culated the vertices in next-to-leading logarithmic order in
bare perturbation theory by evaluating the diagrams shown
in Fig. 2. Such a test seems to be useful as RG schemes for
v-dependent vertices are not used very often. Neglecting
terms of order g3ln D0, we obtain
g˜’~v!’g1g2S ln D0uv2B/2u 1ln D0uv1B/2u D
1
g3
2 S ln2 D0uv2B/2u 16ln D0uv2B/2u ln D0uv1B/2u
1ln2
D0
uv1B/2u D , ~9!
g˜ zs~v!’g12g2ln
D0
uv1sBu 12g
3S lnD0uvu F ln D0uv1sBu
2ln
D0
B G1ln D0uv1sBu F ln D0uv1sBu 1lnD0B G D ,
~10!
where g5NFJ . The perturbative RG is expected to resum all
leading logarithmic terms. Indeed, if we expand Eq. ~7! care-
fully in g using that TK5D0e21/(2g), we obtain the same
logarithmic divergences in all relevant limits, v→6B/2 or
v→6B , v→6‘ , and v→0 @the singularity at v50 in
Eq. ~10! cancels#. One assumption which has not been
checked in the perturbative calculation shown above is that
FIG. 2. Diagrams contributing to the vertex renormalization up
to order g3. Solid line: conduction electrons, dashed line: pseudo-
fermions representing the spin. See Ref. 20 for the corresponding
Feynman rules. The ~nonparquet! diagram ~j! does not contribute to
order g3ln2D0.01443the logarithms are cut off by the spin-relaxation rate. To ana-
lyze this effect one would have to include self-energy inser-
tions and corresponding vertex corrections as will be dis-
cussed in a future presentation22.
To leading order in 1/ln@max(v,B)/TK# the spectral func-
tion can be calculated by replacing the bare coupling con-
stants in the lowest order expression ~inset of Fig. 3! with the
renormalized vertex ~5! and one obtains26
NFIm@Ts~v!#52
p
4 $g
˜
zs~v!
212g˜’~v1sB/2!2
3@11sM ~2 f G~v1sB !21 !#%, ~11!
where M52^Sz& is the magnetization of the impurity nor-
malized to 1. The Fermi function f G(v6B) has to be broad-
ened by G , f G(v)51/22arctan@v/G#/p. Diagrammatically
this arises as the corresponding term in T(v) contains a con-
volution with the spin-flip susceptibility x12(v) ~see inset
of Fig. 3! and we used the fact that the v dependence of the
vertex g˜’(v) is sufficiently weak.
For B@TK one can replace M in ~11! by 1 in leading
order of 1/ln@B/TK#. However, to obtain the correct large-v
behavior for arbitrary B it is essential to use the exact local
magnetization. For B;TK it is not possible to calculate M
within our RG scheme, and we therefore use the magnetiza-
tion obtained from the Bethe ansatz ~or the practically iden-
tical values from the NRG scheme!.
Friedel’s sum rule27 relates the spectral function at v50
exactly to the local magnetization NFIm@Ts(v50)#5
21/p sin2 ds where ds /p5(11sM )/2. As a further check
of our approach, we compare this result to our perturbative
RG method. From Eqs. ~7! and ~11!, we obtain asymptoti-
FIG. 3. T matrix 2NFIm@T↓(v)# @or equivalently the spectral
function 2NFV2ImG↓
f (v) of an Anderson impurity# as a function
of v/B for B5100 TK . Solid line: perturbative RG, open circles:
NRG. The NRG is not able to resolve sharp peaks at high frequen-
cies. For a direct comparison, we have therefore convoluted ~filled
diamonds! the result of the perturbative RG with the resolution
function used in the NRG code. Inset: Diagram used to calculate the
T matrix ~4! in leading order using renormalized vertices.0-3
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which is consistent with the asymptotic Bethe ansatz28 result
M5121/(2ln@B/TK#)2{{{ .
A typical spectral function for a spin-down electron is
shown in Fig. 3; the corresponding spin-up spectral function
can be obtained from ImT↑(v)5ImT↓(2v). For large fre-
quencies the spectral function decays as
NFIm@Ts~v!#’2p
372sM
16ln2@v/TK#
for v→6‘ . ~12!
A similar result, discussed below, has been obtained by
Logan and Dickens.13,29
For v;B the spectral function is characterized by a pro-
nounced and highly asymmetric peak. The width of the left
flank is determined by G and is therefore of order
B/ln2@B/TK#. As G/B;1/ln2@B/TK# decreases for increasing
B, the left flank sharpens with increasing B ~see Fig. 4!. As
the width of the right flank increases for large B the peak gets
more and more asymmetric. Formally, the line shape of the
right flank is characterized by a power law for G!v2B
!B; see Eq. ~7!. However, the corresponding exponents a
of order 1/ln@B/TK# are so small that it is not even in principle
possible to extract the power-law behavior30 as aln@B/G#
;ln@ln(B/TK)#/ln(B/TK)!1.
Within our perturbative RG method, the peak in the spec-
tral function is always positioned at v5B; see Fig. 4. This is
the correct B→‘ result. A subleading shift towards lower
values is not included in our scheme which neglects renor-
malization of the real part of the self-energy.31 An estimate22
suggests that this effect is of order B/ln@B/TK#, consistent
with results from Moore and Wen12 discussed below. For B
!TK it has been shown13,14,32 that the peak in the spectral
function is positioned at 2B/3. A splitting in the total spectral
function ImT↑(v)1ImT↓(v) can be observed10 for B
FIG. 4. Line shape of the spectral function as a function of v/B
calculated within perturbative RG. All curves are rescaled by their
maximum. For increasing B the peaks get more and more asymmet-
ric. Note that a small systematic shift of the peak position towards
lower frequencies for smaller B is not included ~see text!. Inset:
peak height as a function of B/TK .01443*0.5 TK* , where TK*’2.8TK is the half width at half maxi-
mum ~HWHM! of the Kondo resonance at T50.
IV. NRG METHOD
The results of the perturbative RG approach to the equi-
librium T matrix T(v) can be compared to numerical renor-
malization group ~NRG! results for the same quantity.10 The
NRG procedure16 consists of the following steps: ~i! a loga-
rithmic mesh of k points kn5L2n is introduced about the
Fermi wave vector kF50, and ~ii! a unitary transformation
of the cks is performed such that f 0s5 (k cks is the first
operator in a new basis, f ns ,n50,1, . . . , which tridiag-
onalizes Hc5 (ks ekscks
† cks in k space, i.e., Hc
→ (s (n50‘ L2n/2( f n11s† f ns1H.c.). The Hamiltonian ~2!
with the above discretized form of the kinetic energy is now
iteratively diagonalized by defining a sequence of finite
size Hamiltonians HN5 (s ,n50
N21 L2n/2 ( f n11s† f ns1H.c.)
1J (s ,s8 S f 0,s8† ts8s f 0,s2BSz for N>0. For each N, this
yields the excitation energies El
N and many-body eigenstates
ul&N of HN at a corresponding set of energy scales vN de-
fined by the smallest scale in HN , vN5L2(N21)/2. Since the
number of states grows as 4N, for N.6 only the lowest 500
or so states are retained for HN . This limits the width of the
spectrum of HN to 0<v<K(L)vN , where K(L)’5 for the
value L51.5 used in this paper. We are interested in
ImT(v)5Im^^O;O†&&r , where O5Sca† tas is defined in
Eq. ~4!and the subscript r indicates the density matrix used
to evaluate the thermodynamic averages ~see below!. The
matrix elements ^muOun&N , which are required for T(v),
are also calculated iteratively. Im T(v) is then constructed at
a characteristic set of frequencies v5VN from HN for each
N50,1, . . . via its Lehmann representation. This necessarily
yields ImT(v) in the form of a set of weighted delta func-
tions d(VN6ElN). Continuous spectra are obtained by
replacing the delta functions by Gaussians of
width hN : d(VN6ElN)→(1/hNAp) exp @2(VN6ElN)2/hN2 #.
As noted above, the spectrum of HN is known in a finite
window of size ’5vN for L51.5. We therefore choose
VN51.8vN , not too low since the lower part of the spec-
trum is refined in later iterations and not too close to the
upper bound of the spectrum which could be subject to trun-
cation errors. We also set hN50.39 VN of order the level
structure of HN . The main interest in this paper is to com-
pare the NRG results for Im T(v ,B ,T50) with the pertur-
bative RG calculations in the limit B@TK where the latter
are expected to be accurate. In this limit, the spectral features
in Im T(v ,B ,T50) lie at high frequencies v’B . A descrip-
tion of this finite-field, high-frequency part of the spectrum
within NRG requires the use of a reduced density matrix11,32
calculated from the true ground state, i.e., HN→‘ , in place of
the grand-canonical density matrix obtained from HN . The
necessity to use ground-state properties to calculate high-
frequency features is, for example, evident from Eq. ~12!: the
magnetization determines the large-v tails. Nevertheless, the
two approaches have been shown to give almost identical
results at B50 and to be in good agreement32 for fields B
&10TK .0-4
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How well does the perturbative RG method reproduce the
spectral functions calculated within the NRG method? Figure
3 shows excellent agreement33 for B/TK5100 both for v
→0 and v→6‘ . However, large deviations arise for v
’B where the peak within the perturbative RG method is
much sharper and higher. This disagreement arises because
the logarithmic discretization in energy used within the NRG
method cannot resolve sharp features at high frequencies.
More precisely, for a feature at a given frequency V0 with
intrinsic width D0 it will fail to resolve it34 if V0.D0 since
the broadening used at frequency V0 is necessarily of order
V0 (0.39 V0 in our calculations35!. This is the case here,
since the spectral feature at V05B has a width on its left
flank given by D0;B/ln2@B/TK#. Consequently, the width of
this feature will not be captured by the NRG method for B
@TK . To allow a direct comparison of NRG and perturba-
tive RG methods, we have broadened the latter at the energy
v by convolution with the resolution function used in the
NRG code, i.e., by a Gaussian of width 0.39 v . After this
broadening, the agreement of perturbative RG and NRG
methods is excellent for all frequencies as long as B@TK ,
see Figs. 3 and 5. For smaller B, the spectral function cannot
be calculated reliably for small v within our perturbative RG
and indeed strong deviations can be seen in Fig. 5 for B
&10 TK . Figure 6 shows that the large v behavior is nev-
ertheless well reproduced which firmly establishes Eq. ~12!.
Note that we replaced M in Eq. ~11! by the true ground-state
magnetization for this comparison as discussed above.
We have argued that the small parameter controlling the
validity of our perturbative RG method is 1/ln@max(B,v)/TK#.
To check this claim we plot in Fig. 7 the relative error of the
perturbative RG method ~compared to NRG! multiplied by
ln@Av21B2/TK# for a wide range of v and B. As expected,
one obtains a number of order unity! Fig. 7 suggests that the
next-order correction is suppressed by a factor smaller than
1.5/ln@max(B,v)/TK#. From the large-B expansion of quanti-
ties like the magnetization calculated by Bethe ansatz4,28 one
FIG. 5. Comparison of NRG ~open symbols! and perturbative
RG ~filled symbols! results broadened by the NRG-resolution func-
tion ~see caption of Fig. 3! for large magnetic fields, B
51,10,100,1000 TK .01443expects that the correction rather has the form
ln@ln@max(B,v)/TK##/ln@max(B,v)/TK# but our range of pa-
rameters is too small to extract a ln@ln@ . . . ## prefactor.
In the remainder of this section, we briefly compare our
results to other approaches. Many years ago, Frota and
Oliveira17 described the spectral function for B50 with the
simple heuristic form NFT(v)521/Re@p(12iv/GK)1/2# ,
where GK’0.4 TK ~in our units! was fitted to the width of
the Kondo peak. This form was chosen to interpolate be-
tween the exact v50 result and an asymptotic 1/Av behav-
FIG. 6. Behavior of the spectral function 2NFIm@T↓(v)#
52NFV2Im G↓
f (v) for large v and B50,10 TK . For B ,TK!v
the spectral function decays as 1/ln2@v/TK# with prefactors depend-
ing on the magnetization @see Eq. ~11!#. Symbols: NRG, solid and
dot-dashed line: perturbative RG. For very large v.200 TK one
can see that an interpolation formula suggested in Ref. 17 ~dotted
line! decaying as 1/Av is not consistent ~Ref. 29! with the NRG
data.
FIG. 7. The perturbative RG is a controlled expansion in the
small parameter 1/ln@max@v,B#/TK#. This is shown by plotting the
relative error of the perturbative RG compared to NRG,
(NRG-pert.RG)/NRG, multiplied by ln@Av21B2/TK# for various
frequencies and magnetic fields. The perturbative RG results have
been broadened by the NRG resolution ~see Fig. 3 and text!. Only
data points with Av21B2.10 TK are shown.0-5
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singularity in the presence of a phase-shift p/2. The fit to the
Frota and Oliveira formula works surprisingly well for fre-
quencies up to 200 TK ~see Fig. 6!. From our point of view,
this remarkable agreement is, however, accidental in the fol-
lowing sense: For TK!v!D the spectral function decays as
1/ln2@v/TK# and not as 1/Av as has previously been pointed
out by Dickens and Logan.29 Does a 1/Av law hold at inter-
mediate frequencies, e.g., for TK!v!T*? This would re-
quire the existence of a new scale T* parametrically larger
than TK , in contradiction not only to the perturbative RG but
also to the exact Bethe Ansatz solution.28 Nevertheless, the
Frota-Oliveira formula is a very good heuristic description in
a large regime. For 20 TK,v,200 TK it is almost indistin-
guishable from our perturbative RG result for B50 ~and fits
the exact result much better for v,20 TK where our pertur-
bative scheme breaks down!.
Recently, Logan and Dickens13,29 calculated the spectral
functions in a magnetic field within their ‘‘local moment ap-
proach’’ ~LMA!, which is based on a combination of dia-
grammatic perturbation theory and mean-field theory. Inter-
estingly, Logan and Dickens obtain the correct v→‘ and
v→0 asymptotics. However the peak in the spectral func-
tion close to v5B appears to be much broader in their ap-
proach and they find that the peak is shifted towards larger
frequencies of order Bln(B/TK). We think that both features
are an artifact of their heuristic scheme to introduce
broadening.
Moore and Wen12 calculated the density of states of the
spinons obtained from the Bethe ansatz solution.28 They sug-
gested that their result may serve as an approximation to the
spectral function. However, the spinon density of states lacks
the logarithmic tails characterizing the large v behavior of
the spectral function and their peaks close to v5B do not
show the correct asymmetric line shape for B@TK . Never-
theless, it is interesting to note that the width of the spinon
density of states is of order ;B/ln2@B/TK#, like the left flank
of our result. In their result, the position of the peak in the
spectral function is shifted by 2B/(2ln@B/TK#) away from
v5B for B@TK . As discussed above, such a shift is beyond
the precision of our present calculation but an interesting
open question is whether the peak position in the spinon
density of states coincides with that in the electron spectral
function.01443VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have addressed three problems in
particular.
~i! We have calculated analytically the behavior of the
universal spectral function in the Kondo model for either
large frequencies or large magnetic field and arbitrary fre-
quencies. We hope that our results establishes the existence
and detailed shape of the highly asymmetric peak at frequen-
cies of the order of the Zeeman splitting and the asymptotic
behavior at high frequencies. Hopefully, the spectral function
in a magnetic field can be studied in some detail in future
experiments, e.g., by tunneling into magnetic impurities.
~ii! In a detailed comparison with perturbation theory and
NRG, we have argued that our recently developed perturba-
tive RG scheme20 allows controlled calculations in the small
parameter 1/ln@max(v,B)/TK#. We expect that a similar state-
ment holds out of equilibrium for large bias voltages V
@TK where a comparison with numerically exact results is
not yet possible.
~iii! We have tried to assess the ability of the NRG
method to resolve structures at high frequencies. As is obvi-
ous from the formulation of NRG, structures which are much
sharper than their typical frequency are not correctly repro-
duced by the NRG scheme. However, our results suggest that
the error induced by the logarithmic discretization mainly
results in a simple broadening. The spectral function for
large B can serve as a test for future improvements of the
NRG algorithms adapted to describe high-v features more
precisely, which may be useful, for example, in implementa-
tions of dynamical mean field theory using the NRG
scheme.36
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